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Abstract. Participatory agent-based modelling (ABM) can help bring
the benefits of simulation to domain users by actively involving stake-
holders in the development process. Collaboration in enterprise mod-
elling can improve the model developer’s understanding of the domain
and therefore improve the effectiveness of domain analysis. Where many
agent-oriented methodologies focus on the development of one-off mod-
els, domain-specific modelling languages (DSML) can improve the re-use
of concepts identified in domain analysis across multiple case studies
and expose modelling concepts in domain-appropriate terms, increas-
ing model accessibility. To realise the benefits of DSMLs we need to
understand how DSML development can be incorporated into typical
agent-based modelling. In this paper we discuss existing methodologies
for ABM development and DSML development, and we discuss the ben-
efits merging the two can bring. We present a methodology for DSML-
assisted participatory agent-based modelling, and support the methodol-
ogy with a case study— a modelling exercise conducted in collaboration
with a hospital emergency department on the topic of infection control
for COVID-19 and Influenza.

Keywords: Agent-Based Modelling · Participatory Modelling · Domain-
Specific Modelling.

1 Introduction

Agent-based modelling (ABM) can be an attractive option for enterprise mod-
elling due to the capacity of agent-based models to capture: high levels of het-
erogeneity, organic interactions between model entities, and organic emergent
behaviours [7]. To develop effective agent-based models, it is important that
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model developers have a strong understanding of the domain. Developers need
to identify the actors involved in a process, their behaviours, and how they in-
teract between themselves and the environment. These behaviours need to be
translated into a set of rules to model but determining which actors and ac-
tions should be captured and how they should be modelled can be a complex
process. Participatory modelling [28] encourages close collaboration between do-
main stakeholders and model developers, improving the quality of domain analy-
sis. However, existing approaches to participatory modelling typically depend on
general-purpose, or agent-oriented, languages that require the model developer
to translate design concepts into a technical implementation. This abstraction
process is manual, is prone to error and ambiguities, and presents a lack of re-use.

Domain-specific modelling languages (DSMLs) [9] are an attractive tool for
supporting participatory modelling. DSMLs consist of a concrete syntax (the
language grammar), an abstract syntax (a meta-model of the language struc-
ture), and semantics (the ‘meaning’ of the language concepts). DSMLs expose
domain-appropriate concepts in the concrete syntax, allowing the user to utilise
these high-level terms to implement models. This can allow domain stakeholders
to collaborate on the model implementation directly, reducing the risk of abstrac-
tion errors. Models written in a DSML are typically automatically generated into
computer-readable code, allowing for traceability of the model, and efficiency of
development. In developing a DSML, the developer performs domain engineer-
ing [23] by identifying the common and variable properties of the domain and
formalising them in the language syntax. The DSML can then be used to gen-
erate specific model instances by expressing the particulars of the model using
the language concepts (known as application engineering). The meta-model of
the DSML effectively provides an (evolving) domain model for future modelling
exercises, improving the re-use of concepts for specific applications.

Existing approaches to DSML-assisted modelling methodologies place the
abstraction level of the DSML at the ABM platform level (such as easyABMS
[11], and the work of Stark and Barn [2]) or use technically complex languages
[14]. Other approaches exist that use high domain-level concepts such as MAIA
[12] and INGENIAS [22] for developing social science simulations. However, these
works provide a generic language that developers need to learn how to instantiate
correctly. In this paper we present a methodology for creating DSMLs for ABM
development in a domain-agnostic way such that developers can adapt a language
for their particular domain. We refer to these languages as ‘high-level DSMLs’.
We take inspiration from the vision of DSMLs for ABM development outlined by
Zschaler and Polack [30], and the principles of effective participatory modelling
detailed in the CoSMoS project [27]. We make the following contributions:

1. A novel methodology for DSML-assisted participatory agent-based modelling
2. A review of current approaches to participatory ABM and DSML develop-

ment
3. An ABM case study on infection control in a hospital emergency department

to motivate and illustrate our methodology
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In section 2, we introduce a participatory modelling case study conducted
in collaboration with St Thomas’ Hospital Emergency Department in London.
We use this case study to motivate the need for a methodology for DSML-
assisted participatory modelling. We discuss some existing methodologies for
participatory agent-based modelling and domain-specific modelling languages in
sections 3 and 4. In section 5, we use the case study to motivate our methodology
for DSML-assisted agent-based modelling.

2 Case study

In this section we detail the case study for our methodology —a modelling case
study conducted in the Spring of 2022 in collaboration with St. Thomas’ Hospital
emergency department (ED) and infection control teams. The intention of the
study was to analyse the infection control measures for COVID-19 and Influenza
introduced in the hospital emergency department during the Winter of 2021. An
ABM was developed for this study, using a healthcare-focused DSML. Below
we provide background information to the case study, and the motivation for
developing a participatory modelling methodology.

At St. Thomas’ Hospital, the infection control team are in regular contact
with the ED to help anticipate, and mitigate, infection control problems. The
product of these meetings is typically a policy-revision for hospital staff. New
policies define how staff should manage patient care such as what tests they
should perform on patients, how to interpret test results, and where patients
should be admitted to according to their infection status [19]. In St. Thomas’
Hospital, these policies are communicated to staff through ‘action cards’ which
are flowchart-like process descriptions that are available on the trust intranet.
As new policies are introduced, these action cards will be updated and replaced.
An example used during a peak of COVID-19 prevalence in 2020 can be found
in figure 1.

During the Winter of 2021, infection control were cautious about the poten-
tial return of Influenza as well as the already expected COVID-19. This would
introduce further complications for infection control as staff would need to miti-
gate the risk of cross-infection between patients with different infectious diseases.
This required new rules on patient isolation, and triggered the introduction of
new rapid tests for Influenza and COVID-19. As part of this planning, a series
of new action cards were developed using our DSML and discussed between the
infection control and ED teams. In the spring of 2022, we modelled the processes
defined in these action cards and evaluated directional changes in infection con-
trol metrics between the different action cards including: infection risk (measured
by the number of infected patients admitted to a non-infectious cohort) and re-
source usage (measured as number of tests used within a particular time-frame).

During the study, we identified some key areas where typical agent-oriented
methodologies are not suitable for the healthcare domain. In a hospital environ-
ment, staff need to make decisions quickly to keep up with the rapid needs
of patient care. Restrictions on time can often make typical ABM develop-
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Fig. 1. Action card example.

ment infeasible due to their time and resource requirements. Strong domain
analysis often requires the developer to spend considerable time within, and
learning about, the domain. Typical agent-oriented methodologies do not for-
malise the findings of domain analysis into re-usable concepts, instead focusing
on application-engineering for a particular case study. This results in poor re-use
of domain concepts in the modelling process and additional development over-
heads for subsequent modelling exercises. Every time a domain process changes
and every time a new model is developed, the developers need to restart the
model conceptualisation and design steps. With a DSML, we expected domain
analysis to contribute additively to the language meta-model. As more models
are developed, we expected the scope and specificity of the language to improve
for the target domain. When specific models are developed in the future, there
should be less requirement to complete any further domain analysis, and instead
the DSML will already provide the necessary concepts to instantiate. This subse-
quently makes the model development process less cumbersome on stakeholders
and developers over time.

Hospital EDs are continually evolving to keep up with demands. In our ex-
ample above, the series of action card iterations introduced both variations on
existing domain processes, as well as the introduction of entirely new processes.
In a typical agent-based modelling approach, making changes such as these to
the model can be complex and unwieldy. The definition of high-level domain pro-
cesses is distributed across individual agent and environment definitions, making
it challenging to identify and refactor the model implementation. The model de-
veloper (in collaboration with domain stakeholders) would need to decompose
each action card into distinct agent definitions, where each agent has their own
list of behaviours representing part of the overall action card process. If an al-
ternative action card is to be tested, the model developer would need to repeat
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Fig. 2. The ABM development cycle.

this decomposition process again or attempt to refactor the existing agent imple-
mentations. This activity is manual, time-consuming, and error-prone. Using a
DSML, we expected to largely avoid these issues by capturing high-level domain
processes explicitly in the modelling language. With a high-level DSML, action
cards can be modelled in one central viewpoint (with orthogonal high-level con-
cerns captured in alternative modelling viewpoints). The decomposition of the
global domain process into individual agents and their behaviours is completed
automatically during code generation, making changes to domain processes eas-
ier and quicker to facilitate.

We have identified the potential for using DSMLs in model development, and
how they can benefit collaboration with domain stakeholders and improve re-use
in domain analysis. In the next sections, we discuss methodologies for how to
develop DSMLs, and how DSML development can be incorporated into typical
ABM methodologies. We start with a description of typical ABM methodologies.

3 Agent-based modelling methodologies

Ramanath and Gilbert [24] present a literature review on the topic of participa-
tory ABM development and identify patterns in previous work on social simula-
tions to develop a methodology for participatory modelling. They describe the
participatory design process as consisting of 4 key phases which we present in
figure 2 and discuss below:

The first phase is model conceptualisation in which the model develop-
ers consult domain stakeholders to learn about domain processes, the relevant
domain problems, and the stakeholders’ expectations for model outputs. This
phase is conducted through the use of different example scenarios developed in-
formally by the model developers. The model developers may conduct their own
independent research in the relevant literature prior to this stage in order to
form foundational knowledge of the domain.

The next phase is model design. This step involves taking the results of
scenario analysis into a workshop setting with groups of domain stakeholders.
The intention is to conceptualise and design the model with the end-users, shar-
ing informal model prototypes and discussing model structure requirements. The
aim of this process is to identify the main entities involved in domain processes
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Fig. 3. The DSML development cycle.

(whether active or passive) and to identify their key attributes, behaviours, and
interactions. Ideally, a diverse group of stakeholders should be present in these
activities in order to contribute their respective background knowledge on do-
main processes to be implemented in the model.

The output of the model design phase is formalised during model con-
struction. During this phase, a basic agent-based simulation is developed by
the model developers with input from the domain stakeholders. The developers
will translate the entities identified during model design into agents with their
respective properties and behaviours. The simulation is not intended to be com-
plete, but instead should provide a concrete software artifact for analysis in the
next phase.

The evaluation phase is conducted with the stakeholders in the form of a
user panel. This involves the model developers demonstrating the simulation to
the stakeholders and discussing any ambiguities that remained during its imple-
mentation. For example, the model developers should clarify any issues related
to agent behavioural rules, data availability, etc. that were not resolved during
model construction. The user panel will provide an opportunity for the domain
stakeholders to experience first-hand a version of the model and to provide feed-
back. Lee et al. [17], and Klügl [16] provide excellent resources on ABM output
analysis and validation techniques. The feedback produced from these user pan-
els can be used to inform changes to the model design for further iterations of
development, starting again from model conceptualisation. Once the model
is deemed fit for purpose, it can be used to conduct experiments to provide
meaningful outputs to stakeholders.

4 DSML Methodologies

In this section, we discuss existing approaches to DSML development.
Mernik et al. [18] review a range of DSML-related papers and identify pat-

terns in the development processes. They distil these patterns into a methodology
covering all aspects of development from ‘decision’ of when to develop a DSML
to ‘deployment’ of the language. For the scope of this paper we will focus on
the intermediary steps of domain analysis, design and implementation, which
we present in figure 3 and discuss below:
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Fig. 4. The methodology cycle.

Analysis involves gathering knowledge about the domain and the scope
of the problem(s) the users wish to address. The intention of this phase is to
establish the terminology used in the domain problem, and the semantics of
different domain concepts. These concepts will then be formalised in the next
phase.

Next, the design and implementation phase then involves converting the
domain model generated in the analysis phase into a DSML definition. This
will include identifying which domain concepts are constant and and which are
variable. We refer to Voelter [29], or Fowler [9] for fundamental concepts of
DSML design.

Once the DSML has been developed, it can then be used in application en-
gineering to generate specific model instances. We refer to this phase as model
generation, which involves identifying which DSML concepts are needed for a
particular model case study, and creating instantiations of those concepts.

5 A Methodology for DSML-assisted Participatory
Agent-Based Modelling

In this section, we propose a methodology for DSML-assisted participatory
agent-based modelling influenced by Mernik et al. [18] for the DSML-side, and
Ramanath and Gilbert [24] for the ABM-side. We adopt the terminology of the
CoSMoS approach [27] to describe the abstraction level of different models de-
veloped in the process. The domain model refers to a description of a domain
problem as understood from observations etc. The platform model refers to the
formal specification of the domain model including technical requirements for
it’s implementation. Finally, the simulation model is the concrete model imple-
mentation itself.

The methodology follows an iterative cycle of steps from system analysis to
evaluation. A diagram of the methodology is shown in figure 4. The steps are
divided into those that constitute domain engineering and those that constitute
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application engineering via the dotted lines. The large boxes named system anal-
ysis, model formalisation, implementation, and model evaluation represent the
ABM development steps. Inside the large boxes, we represent the DSML-related
processes involved. For example, in system analysis, the domain is translated
into a high-level DSML specification. In model formalisation, generation rules
are added to the high-level DSML such that it can be translated into an agent-
oriented DSML. Implementation then constitutes the application engineering
process in which the DSML is instantiated for specific modelling case studies.
At this stage, either the implementation step is repeated to represent develop-
ment of multiple models, or if the DSML is not sufficient to specify a particular
model, then there is a feedback loop to system analysis to show repetition of
the domain engineering steps. The model(s) generated during implementation
will then be validated [16]. At this stage, if the model is not fit for purpose,
then there is a loop back to implementation such that the model (i.e. the DSML
instantiation) can be refined. A final (optional) step is to evaluate the high-level
DSML using comprehension and usability exercises. We discuss each step below:

5.1 System Analysis

During system analysis, the developer will seek to understand the domain to
be modelled. This involves establishing what domain problems are to be ad-
dressed and what the criticality of those problems are. The criticality will de-
pend on what the domain stakeholders wish to learn from the model [13]: Will
the model be used to encourage learning between stakeholders? Will it be used
to explain domain behaviours? Or will it be used to make predictions about
future behaviours? Once the domain problem has been established, the problem
should be decomposed into it’s related domain processes and the stakeholders
involved in those processes. These stakeholders should be consulted so that they
can contribute their domain knowledge about the process from their respective
backgrounds, viewpoints and vocabularies.

In a typical ABM methodology, this step involves the production of informal
design artefacts to form a domain model. This domain model is constructed on
a model-by-model basis with an application-engineering approach —focusing on
identifying and recording domain processes for a particular domain problem.
Using DSMLs introduces a shift towards a domain engineering approach. The
DSML is not intended to be a single-use product, and instead should be used to
construct a variety of models in the same domain. The DSML meta-model will
need to be constructed as an ontology of re-usable, generic, domain concepts
that can be instantiated for specific models as and when they are developed.
The repeated exercise of domain engineering conducted during this step allows
the DSML to mature and reduces the need for further domain analysis in future
case studies.

For a brand-new DSML, domain analysis will involve construction of the
language meta-model. The language developer will take the findings of the do-
main analysis step described above to identify the scope and nature of domain
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concepts. These concepts will provide the basis for the language abstract syn-
tax, and the vocabulary used by the stakeholders to describe those concepts will
provide the basis for the language concrete syntax. For a more mature DSML,
domain analysis should involve maintenance of the meta-model. The developer
should supplement the DSML with new concepts, or refactor existing concepts,
where appropriate.

Case Study Experience. In our healthcare case study, we identified that
action cards (such as the one shown in figure 1) are a familiar notation for
describing healthcare processes in our target hospital domain. While healthcare
professionals may not think of action card development as ‘modelling’, action
cards can be seen as informal ‘grass-roots’ models [25]. We took these pre-existing
models as the basis for our own DSML design. An example of an action card
written in our DSML is shown in figure 5.

For simpler processes, the action card DSML offered sufficient scope to model
the domain processes our domain stakeholders were interested in. For example,
to model the rapid COVID-19 test described in section 2, we simply used the
DSML to define an action in an action card that made reference to the rapid
test, which included a property for time duration. The tests are conducted at
the bedside and results are available within a very short time period. However,
we later needed to make additions to the language for more complex processes
—for example, the introduction of a point-of-care test called a LIAT [4]. The
LIAT requires staff to swab the patient, and then transport the sample to an
analyser machine which can process the sample and return a result within 30
minutes. Because of the longer execution time, and the more complex testing
process, our DSML did not expose a suitable level of granularity to accurately
model this type of test.

In identifying this gap, we needed to update our DSML design. We added a
new language concept to represent a testing process — effectively a sub-process
that can be defined for each type of test in the DSML which can be referenced
by the existing action card concept. The DSML generator automatically weaves
the testing process definition into the action card where appropriate. While
these processes are inter-dependent, they can be captured in their own distinct
viewpoint and vocabulary in the DSML allowing for a multi-view modelling
approach to model development [5].

5.2 Model Formalisation

From the previous step, a domain problem has been identified and represented
using a high-level DSML. In typical participatory ABM methodologies, the next
step would be to translate the domain model into a platform model (i.e. translate
the informal design artefacts into an agent-oriented formalisation). However,
rather than creating a domain model for a singular problem, we have developed
a DSML suitable for capturing a variety of domain problems. The next stage,
therefore, is to establish how these DSML concepts can be translated into an
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Fig. 5. Action card concrete syntax.

executable model. Primarily, this will involve implementing generation rules for
each domain concept added to the DSML during the system analysis step. The
developer will need to consider how these new generation rules will interact
with each other, and with the concepts that already exist in the language from
previous development cycles, if any.

In line with [30], we do not translate domain-level concepts directly into
a platform model written in a general-purpose language, but instead develop
an internal agent-oriented DSML to sub-divide the code generation process.
Either existing agent-oriented language can be adopted (such as DSL4ABMS
[26], ReLogo [21], or ESL [6]) or the language developer can implement their own.
The developer, in collaboration with domain stakeholders, will then determine
how the high-level DSML concepts should translate into ABM concepts in the
agent-oriented language. In collaborating on developing these generation rules,
the developers explicitly encode knowledge about the domain that may otherwise
remain implicit. As the DSMLs mature and less language refactoring is required,
this step should become simpler and quicker to complete.

The benefits of dividing the DSML generation in this way include: improving
model traceability, reducing the risk of abstraction errors, and allowing for mod-
ularity in the implementation technique of the model. For example, while in the
current work we focus on agent-based modelling, it is possible (and sometimes
desirable [8]) to use alternative modelling techniques such as system dynam-
ics, Monte Carlo modelling etc. [15] either alongside, or in place of, agent-based
modelling. Alternative internal DSMLs can be developed and ‘swapped-in’ to
provide the specific implementation details.

Case Study Experience. From our own experience, we identified action cards
as an important concept during system analysis and so designed our DSML such
that action cards could be encoded explicitly in the language, using graphical
language elements. This high-level DSML is then automatically generated into an
agent-oriented internal DSML as discussed above. This allowed for a separation
of concerns, simplifying the generators for the DSML by splitting the generation
process in two. The structure of the DSML is shown in figure 6.

Figure 7 shows a sample of the generated actor language code. Specifically
shown is the actor rules for the ‘lateral flow test’ action, detailing how an agent
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Fig. 6. The DSML Structure.

Fig. 7. Actor language concrete syntax.

should administer a lateral flow COVID-19 test (LFD) on a patient. Shown is the
trigger for this behaviour (in this case, the patient arriving in the department),
and the sub-steps for the action including taking the patient to a respiratory
cubicle, using the LFD on the patient, and asking the patient to go back to the
waiting room.

5.3 Implementation

During implementation, the DSML will then be used to specify a specific model
instance. The language concepts will be used to construct the model which will
get automatically generated into computer-readable code according to the gen-
eration rules implemented in the previous step. If the DSML is not sufficient to
express a particular model, then the development cycle should be restarted from
the ‘system analysis’ step (see feedback loop ‘refine DSML’ in figure 4).

Case Study Experience. We include another feedback loop for ‘build another
model’. For example, as discussed in our case study, we wished to model not just
a single action card but to compare a series of different action cards. For example,
during our case study one alternative action card we wished to model involved
adding a test for whether the patient has had a recent contact with a COVID-19
infectious person, and a workflow for deciding whether the patient should be
admitted to a side room or not. By this stage of development, we were able to
implement alternative action cards like these without making further changes to
the DSML.
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Once the developer has produced the models they are interested in, they can
be automatically generated into code and then evaluated in the next step.

5.4 Evaluation

Model Evaluation. The generated model can now be calibrated and evalu-
ated. Calibration involves testing the model under different parameter values
and updating these parameter values until model outputs are representative of
real-world data [17]. Evaluation then involves using the calibrated parameter
values to check that the model behaviour matches real-world observations and
data under different concrete scenarios [16]. We note that the level of detail re-
quired during evaluation should depend on the criticality of the domain problem
as established during system analysis. If the model is to be used for prediction,
then it is especially important that the model is evaluated to a high standard.
There is less requirement for detailed evaluation if the model is to be used for
explanation, and less so again for learning. There should be an appropriate bal-
ance between a well-evaluated model and a model that can produce results more
quickly. If the model is deemed unfit for purpose then the developer should re-
turn to the implementation step to check that the model has been implemented
correctly in the DSML.

DSML Evaluation (optional). Primarily, the DSML will be evaluated nat-
urally via completion of the development cycle, specifically during the ‘refine
DSML’ feedback loop and via repeated modelling exercises. The system analysis
step will highlight any issues in language coverage via missing concepts in the
DSML syntax which can be added where appropriate. However, if time permits,
the DSML can be evaluated more formally according to the language compre-
hensibility and usability. To evaluate the comprehensibility of the DSML, we
refer to Moody’s ‘cognitive framework’ [20] metrics, and for usability evaluation,
we refer to Barišić et al. [3] and Alaca et al. [1].

Case Study Experience. As part of our healthcare case study we found that
the DSML aided parts of the evaluation steps. Because the model design artefacts
were explicitly and formally encoded in the language, we were able to more easily
conduct face validity with the domain stakeholders. We could refer directly to the
model definition in the DSML during model execution, rather than using more
informal design documents. For example, we were able to discuss the definition
of an action card in our DSML with staff from the ED and infection control
teams at St. Thomas’ Hospital. Even before executing the model, we were able
to discuss and resolve any ambiguities in the modelling requirements. The staff
were able to identify errors in the action card definition, but were also able to
identify potential practical issues with the action card in vivo and were able to
suggest real-world changes to the action card that could be investigated. Our
interaction indicated that the healthcare staff were able to understand the action
card DSML without significant previous experience, and they were able to use
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the model to identify and discuss issues with real-world clinical practise even
before execution.

Upon executing the model, the stakeholders could then observe the different
staff and patient agents moving through a representation of the hospital wards
in a graphical interface. Simultaneously, we displayed the action card definition
implemented using our high-level DSML. This allowed us to directly relate prop-
erties of the model execution to the related concepts in the DSML, encouraging
discussion with the stakeholders about potential errors. Of any errors, either the
model definition was wrong and so the model should be updated in the DSML,
or the model had not been implemented correctly and so the DSML itself should
be inspected (see feedback loops for ‘refine model’ and ‘refine DSML’ in figure 4).

It should be noted, however, that using DSMLs did not significantly impact
model calibration. This is a process that relies on statistical comparison of model
outputs with real-world data and is typically conducted through the use of sta-
tistical software packages (such as RRepast [10]). These tools usually require the
developer to define scripts for data analysis, and for model inputs and outputs
to be in particular formats. The only benefit of our DSML was that it could gen-
erate the relevant scripts and fulfil the relevant formatting requirements during
model generation.

6 Conclusions

We motivated our work by a participatory modelling exercise conducted in the
domain of infection control in emergency care. We intend for our methodology
to reflect the practical demands of participatory modelling, including the limited
capacity for stakeholder involvement and the need for rapid model results. While
we initially assumed that the benefit of DSMLs would be the ability for domain
stakeholders to directly interact with model implementation, we found that the
primary benefits were the promotion of communication between stakeholders on
domain problems, and the re-use of domain concepts for improving the pace
of system analysis. Our future work will focus on evaluating the methodology
through further modelling case studies. Open research topics include investi-
gating the use of bi-directional feedback of model execution to DSML design
as discussed by Zschaler and Polack [30] and the full integration of model and
domain through a digital twin as discussed by Barat et al. [2].
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